Eligibility Requirements

UMLSAMP scholar requirements are as follows:

- Must be a U.S citizen or permanent resident
- Enrolled or show intention of enrollment at one of the alliance institutions
- Show continuous involvement in LSAMP & STEM development

Special consideration will be given to underrepresented minority groups, as governed by the plan document.

For further information, complete this form & return:

**Dara Duong**
Coordinator UMLSAMP Program
E-mail: Dara_Duong@uml.edu

**UMass Lowell**
One University Avenue
UMLSAMP Program
Centers for Learning
Southwick Hall 320
Lowell, MA 01854
Phone: 978-934-5273
The Urban Massachusetts Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (UMLSAMP) is designed to create an integrated community of science, culture, and learning for underrepresented students majoring in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields at the alliance institutions.

UMLSAMP is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF), and led by the University of Massachusetts Boston.

Seven additional institutions of higher education participate. These include:
- University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
- University of Massachusetts Lowell
- Wentworth Institute of Technology
- Bristol Community College
- Bunker Hill Community College
- Middlesex Community College
- Roxbury Community College

Services Provided

- Summer and other Bridge Programs throughout the academic year
- Mathematics & Research Skill Development
- Laboratory Research/Internship Experience
- Facilitated Study Groups & Academic Tutoring
- STEM Career Awareness Workshops & Career Fairs
- Mentored Research Experiences
- Academic Advising
- Grad School Prep/Advising
- Financial Support for Students

Student Research & Community Engagement Symposium

Request for Information

STUDENT NAME: ___________________________________________
(LAST NAME, FIRST NAME)

MAILING ADDRESS: ________________________________________
________________________________________

HOME/CELL PHONE: ________________________________________

E-MAIL: __________________________________________________

MAJOR: ___________________________________________________

The University of Massachusetts Lowell is an equal opportunity/affirmative action, Title IX employer.